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Nautical Insute Command
The force was designed to project power up to 400 nautical miles inland using a larger tilt-wing aircraft than the V-22, which could fly at 350 knots. Command decision programs ... Chief U.S. Forces ...
Tag Archives: alternate history
Sharing heartfelt gratitude and words of welcome, more than 300 distinguished guests, traditional leaders, diplomatic visitors, government leaders and ...
Col. Thomas Pugsley Assumes Command of U.S. Army Garrison-Kwajalein Atoll
China says international ruling regarding the resource-rich waterway are a ‘waste of paper’ containing obvious errors and its sovereignty will not be affected.
South China Sea: US-Philippines treaty covers Chinese attack, Blinken says
Mike Kafka, a spokesman for U.S. Indo-Pacific Command at Camp H.M. Smith ... some ships operated approximately 20 to 30 nautical miles (23 to 34 statute miles) off the coast of Hawaii, ...
Russian naval exercise ends as spy ship remains in Hawaii area
The major command of the United States Air Force also ... visually confirm the Chinese planes that were detected within 60 nautical miles of the eastern Malaysian state of Sarawak, flying in ...
South China Sea: US military gives tacit backing to Malaysia’s claim 16 Chinese planes neared airspace
In this case, Beijing dispatched five fishing vessels to shadow and intimidate the unarmed U.S. Military Sealift Command research ... within the PRC's 200-nautical-mile Exclusive Economic Zone ...
Flashpoint: The Great Wall Goes to Sea
Jenny graduated from Brown in 2011 with a B.S. in marine biology. She spent the past year working as a biologist at the U.S. Geological Survey studying the effects of the Deep Water Horizon oil spill ...
Exploring the Submerged New World 2012
China’s official shipbuilding industry journals have reported the 29,000-ton Type 071 has command and control capabilities, a medical unit and accommodation for hundreds of marines. The 210-meter long ...
China expands amphibious forces in challenge to U.S. beyond Asia
Tikkanen, Henrikki 2017. Leader personality, managerial attention, and disruptive technologies: the adoption of the battlecruiser concept in the Royal Navy, 1904 ...
The Battle of Jutland
His reassurances in Singapore followed another move aimed at calming American allies last month when the USS Dewey sailed within 12 nautical miles ... the U.S. Pacific Command to resume the ...
Trump’s South China Sea Policy Leaves U.S. Allies Perplexed—and Anxious
This event was well publicized by the U.S. Defense Department. According to then-Commander of the U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM) Admiral Samuel Locklear, “The good news about this is that it’s ...
The US-China Maritime Surveillance Debate
Sergei Valeriyevich Prokopyev is a rookie Roscosmos cosmonaut who will command the Soyuz MS-09 during ... expedition where she lived on the ice 200 nautical miles from the South Pole.
Soyuz MS-09 docks with ISS; Artificial Intelligence to…
That becomes militarily useful in conflict," said Townsend, who heads U.S. Africa Command. "They’re a long ... Africa's west coast to the U.S. In nautical miles, a base on Africa's northern ...
US general warns China aiming to establish Atlantic naval base in Africa
This week, Washington learned that the highly respected Brookings Institute had a supporting ... Bradford Gering, U.S. Africa Command director of operations. “Imagery continues to unmask their ...
Rebecca Grant: 'Russia experts' too busy railing on Trump to see real threats right in front of us
The problems illustrate how fragile the aviation system has become at its busiest airports, says John Hansman, a professor at the Massachusetts Institute ... at the agency's Command Center near ...
JFK Ripple Effect Clogs U.S. Air Travel
Even in the case of the latter, the Defence Command Paper hinted that London’s aims are modest ... The ministry publicly announced that the ship would not sail within 12 nautical miles of the Chinese ...
Europe Eyes the Indo-Pacific, But Now It’s Time to Act
Marcus Kolga is the founder of DisinfoWatch.org and a senior fellow at the Macdonald-Laurier Institute and CDA Institute ... shelf right up to the 200-nautical mile exclusion zone around Canada ...
Winter is coming to Canada’s North. Vladimir Putin will make sure of it.
Thomas Pugsley accepted command of U.S. Army Garrison-Kwajalein ... The USAG-KA mission is a tasking that spans 890 square nautical miles, 11 islands, employs more than 3,000 personnel and ...
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